DARE TO DREAM
Many students have said that studying in Lapland changes your way of thinking, which opens up new possibilities that you’ve never even considered before. Our location ensures that you have plenty of room for your thoughts. You’ll have lots of opportunities to take an active role, whatever your interests.
Our enthusiastic professors know what they’re talking about and are eager to share their knowledge with you. Combined with our amazing nature, the university and its surroundings will help you realize your full potential. Whether you’re an aspiring artist, a future expert in your field, or still trying to find yourself – inspiration is everywhere.

“I HAVE MORE COURAGE TO DO THE THINGS I WANT TO DO, NOT WHAT OTHERS WANT ME TO. “
Our students’ definition of academic freedom? Making your own timetables. Having lively discussions in class. Asking questions. Getting answers. Calling everyone by their first name. Knocking on a professor’s door at any time. Voicing your opinions. Being more than just another face in the crowd.

“This freedom, this flexibility, being open to ideas - it’s unbelievable!”
"LIVING SOMETHING NEW; WHAT AN INCREDIBLE FEELING!"

Winter cycling, live music, student art, campfire coffee, museums, Santa Claus, reindeer, Arctic design, northern lights, nature trails, Finnish education system, walking on frozen rivers, ESN Lapland, ice swimming, student associations, Arctic way of life.
QUICK FINNISH LESSON

TIEDEKUNTA ('faculty')
We have four: Education, Law, Social Sciences and Art & Design.

ARKTINEN OSAAMINEN ('Arctic expertise')
Passionate about Arctic issues? So are we!

KANSAINVÄLISET OPISKELIJAPALVELUT ('international student services')
Orientations, tutors, friend program – you name it, we’ve got it!

VAIHTO-OPISKELIJA ('exchange student')
Application deadlines May 15 /October 15.

ENGLANNINKIELISET MAISTERIOHJELMAT ('Master’s studies in English') Find yours at ulapland.fi/admissions.

VÄITÖSKIRJA ('doctoral thesis')
Never say never.

SUOMEN ALKEISKURSSI ('Finnish for beginners')
Learn how to pronounce all these words.

PORO ('reindeer')
See, it’s easier than you thought!
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